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Abstract

The current study provides a critical review of Canadian studies on ethnicity and mental health with respect to the definition, conceptualization and operationalization of ethnicity. It provides a discussion on the methodological issues related to these factors and their implications to guide future research and enable comparability of results across studies. Sociological Abstracts, PsycINFO, MEDLINE and CINAHL were used to identify relevant Canadian articles published between January 1980 and December 2004. The review highlights a number of key issues for future researchers to consider such as the need for: 1) clear rationales as to why ethnicity is important to their outcome of interest; 2) clarity on the definition of ethnicity, which affects its conceptualization and operationalization; 3) a theoretically driven conceptualization of ethnicity, which should be related to the research question of interest; and 4) clear rationales for the decisions made regarding the data source used, the operationalization of ethnicity, and the ethnic categories included in their studies.
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Introduction

Canada’s immigrant population originates from all over the globe with increasing numbers from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and the Middle East (i.e. visible minorities).1 Its culturally diverse Aboriginal population adds to the ethnic mix.2 Canada prides itself on being a multicultural society by acknowledging the right of every person to identify with his/her cultural background while partaking in the Canadian way of life.3-6 This was advocated in its 1971 legislated policy on multiculturalism, which emphasized fair treatment of everyone, regardless of race, colour or ethnicity; particularly in terms of educational and occupational opportunities.3,6 Evidence of systemic inequalities, including access to educational and employment opportunities, housing, health and mental health care, are still evident across ethnic groups,7,8 which can impact the mental health of the population.2,9 For instance, Aboriginal peoples continue to have poorer mental health compared to the general population and, along with visible minorities, have ongoing difficulties accessing culturally sensitive mental health care.9 Better understanding of the relationship between ethnicity and mental health is compelling and highly relevant for policy-makers and mental health practitioners in the Canadian context.

Canadian literature on ethnicity and mental health is quite limited despite its relevance. Much of the existing studies in this area were conducted in the United States (US),10-15 and the United Kingdom (UK),16-19 which has uncertain applicability to Canada. The political, social and economic ramifications associated with ethnicity or ethnic identity, likely differ from country to country. Differences in the countries’ ethnic compositions, histories of immigration policies and racism/slavery and ethnic or racial categorizations hinder cross-country comparisons. The history of slavery and segregation has a great deal of meaning for ethno-racial groupings in the US.2 Furthermore, the US is seen as a society that assimilates immigrants by the “melting pot” phenomenon, in which the immigrants are expected to adapt to the American way of life rather than retaining their culture.3 Canada has not had the same history of racial segregation and is viewed as a mosaic in which immigrants are encouraged to retain their unique cultural background while partaking in the greater Canadian society.3,6,20 Also, Latin Americans comprise a larger component of the US immigrant population than Canada’s.2,3

The time of arrival and ethnic composition of the immigrant population in the UK and Canada also differ. Up to 1962, citizens of previously colonized countries such as Jamaica and India (countries that remained within the Commonwealth) were granted open access and actively recruited for
immigration to the UK. During this time, Canada’s immigrant population came primarily from Europe, the UK and the US. Post-1971, when the UK changed its immigration act, the majority of its immigrant population originated from Europe and South Africa, while the majority of Canada’s immigrants came from Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America and the Middle East. These points indicate that results based on UK and/or US data might not be applicable to Canada.

With respect to the operationalization of ethnicity, variations exist across the literature on ethnicity and mental health. Lack of a clear definition of ethnicity and ongoing debate regarding how the variable should be conceptualized might account for this. Other factors such as data source used, feasibility, time period of data collection, region of study and sample size also affect the operationalization of the variable. To date, there is no seminal Canadian paper that discusses the methodological issues related to the definition, conceptualization and operationalization of ethnicity and their implications, to guide future research and to enable comparability across studies. This paper provides a critical review of the original empirical Canadian studies on ethnicity and mental health with emphasis on these issues. A general overview of the definition and conceptualization of ethnicity is first provided to guide the review process. Quantitative studies involving population-based data with more than one ethnic group are highlighted.

Methods

The bibliographic databases Sociological Abstracts, PsycINFO, MEDLINE and CINAHL were used to identify relevant original empirical studies that were quantitative in nature for this review with the application of Group 1 and 2 search terms outlined in Figure 1. Studies were included if they: 1) concerned ethnicity and mental health; 2) involved data on Canadians; 3) involved more than one ethnic group; 4) were published between January 1980 and December 2004; and 5) were quantitative in nature. General review articles and chapters on the theories and definition of ethnicity, not specific to Canada, were used to provide an overview on the definition and conceptualization of ethnicity. As well, they guided the critique of the identified studies on ethnicity and mental health reviewed herein. Articles on ethnicity and immigration policies specific to Canada were used to provide historical context to facilitate understanding of the ethnic composition of the Canadian population over time and its impact on the studies reviewed.

Results

After all duplicates were removed, 49 empirical quantitative studies that involved two or more ethnic groups were identified and included in this review (Figure 1) and summarized in Appendix 1. Twenty-seven studies were based on population or community surveys with secondary data analysis, 12 were smaller studies using non-clinical samples and 10 were smaller studies based on clinical/specialized samples. The year and region of publication, sample size, ethnic groups included and critique regarding the definition of ethnicity are outlined in Appendix 1.

Discussion

1. Definition

The lack of consensus on the definition of ethnicity was reflected in the 49 included Canadian studies on ethnicity and mental health, which failed to explicitly define the variable. There are two major perspectives on how ethnicity emerges: the primordialist and constructivist views. Traditional primordialists view ethnicity as “an ascribed status, given at birth, that is more or less fixed and permanent.” Accordingly, the individual’s identity includes the biological, cultural, political and economic conditions of the group into which s/he is born, be it dominant over, or dominated by, other groups. A softer primordialist view stresses the social and non-biological basis of ethnicity, acknowledging that ethnic identity can also be socially constructed and based on “the circumstances at hand” thereby being “situational not biological” and “flexible not fixed.” The constructivists view ethnicity as “a social construction with ecological and social factors being its key determinants.” Kaufman stated that distinction between the two perspectives is artificial, so the definition of ethnicity should include a synthesis of both. Hence, the underlying theme is that ethnicity involves sharing of a common culture, which may be based on a combination of factors such as language, religion, national identity, customs, social and/or political position within a country’s social system.

2. Conceptualization

There are two major perspectives on how ethnicity is conceptualized: 1) ethnic identity which refers to self-identification with particular cultural group or ethnic origin which refers to classification due to the ethnic or cultural groups to which the individual’s ancestors belong. Specific cultural traits such as language, surnames, or region of birth were used as proxies for ethnic origin in some studies.

From a Canadian perspective, the country’s policy on multiculturalism, which has guided government policies since 1971 and advocated for individuals to retain their ethno-cultural background, dictates that ethnicity comprised “ethno-cultural particularism” and adherence to Canadian values. This is reflected in the conceptualization of ethnicity across national surveys, which forces participants to identify with their ancestral background regardless of time in Canada. As well, this policy accounts for the designation of all non-Aboriginal persons who originate...
FIGURE 1
Results of the search strategies used across bibliographic databases to identify Canadian literature on ethnicity and mental health

There was considerable overlap in the articles identified in the different bibliographic databases. Group 2 search terms: "mental health", "psychological", "depression", "psychiatric", "well-being", "psychosocial", "alcohol", "schizophrenia", "substance abuse", "suicide" and "distress". Note: * symbol attached to search terms was used to tell the search engine to find all articles containing the word or term. * Bolded indicates the quantitative empiric studies identified and included into this critical review.
Ethnic identity can be internal or external.\textsuperscript{20,78} Internal ethnic identity refers to the individual’s self-identification with specific ethnic group/s.\textsuperscript{78,86,87} This conceptualization reflects the individual’s level of adherence to and identification with the values, customs and ideologies of a particular culture,\textsuperscript{87} which can be internally or externally driven.\textsuperscript{78,86-89} Individuals may choose to identify with particular ethnic group/s because of their belief in the customs, norms and ideologies and the meaning such identification gives to their life (i.e. internally driven). However, circumstances in the individuals’ external environments, such as discrimination based on ethnicity and the feeling of being different from the ethnic majority, may cause some to self-identify with particular ethnic groups because of the sense of solidarity and belonging they may garner from such groups (i.e. externally driven).\textsuperscript{78,80,87}

Since external ethnic identity relates to categorization by others based on the person’s nationality or ethnic origin and does not reflect the individual’s adherence to and/or identification with specific culture/s,\textsuperscript{15} it is discussed in the context of \textit{ethnic origin} in the ensuing section. Such external assignment of ethnicities to individuals by the dominant society might conflict with their subscription and adherence to particular ethnic groups and is potentially distressing. This was illustrated by Mahtani\textsuperscript{1} in her interview with Canadian-born visible minority mixed-racial women who often feel forced by the ethnic majority to identify their ancestral background when asked about their ethnic identity (i.e. by the question, “but where are you from?”).

A major weakness with self-identification of ethnicity is that it is based on the individual’s perception, which may change from situation to situation and over time and likely produce different results depending on the time and research question being investigated.\textsuperscript{27,28} This possibly accounted for the lack of conceptualization of ethnicity based on ethnic identity across studies, with the exception of the respective studies of De Wit et al.,\textsuperscript{40} De Wit and Beneteau,\textsuperscript{41,42} and Feldman et al.\textsuperscript{43} De Wit et al.\textsuperscript{40-42} conducted secondary data analysis on the 1990 Ontario Health Survey in which respondents were asked to select up to four ethnic categories that matched their “ethnic or cultural identity.” De Wit and Beneteau\textsuperscript{41,42} further utilized information on the primary language that respondents used at home to help “better identify ethnic groups.” If respondents identified French or French-plus other ethnic groups but did not select French as their primary language they were reclassified as Anglophones\textsuperscript{41,42} indicating externally driven classification of \textit{ethnic identity}. This externally driven classification of \textit{ethnic identity} might have been in conflict with the individual’s true ethnic identity. If level of adherence to particular cultural values, customs and ideologies are important in the individual’s perception of, and subsequent likelihood to acknowledge, discuss or report a mental health condition, and this is a key issue being investigated, then the use of \textit{ethnic identity} would provide more appropriate information. Feldman et al.\textsuperscript{43} used the item, “Please write down the term that best describes the ethnic character of your everyday home environment,” which implies an \textit{ethnic identity} conceptualization of the variable.

\textbf{Conceptualization based on Ethnic Origin}

Ethnic origin refers to categorization of individuals into ethnic group/s based on ancestral origins.\textsuperscript{79} The question “To which ethnic or cultural group/s do your ancestors belong?” has been used to capture ethnic origin.\textsuperscript{90,91,84,95} This method of conceptualization is reportedly more objective and produces well-defined ethnic groups that are representative of the population, but fails to capture level of adherence with cultural ideologies or customs.\textsuperscript{27,92,93}

Conceptualization of ethnicity based on \textit{ethnic origin} was observed in some Canadian studies on ethnicity and mental health, particularly those that used national or regional survey data,\textsuperscript{2,5,31,32,35,46-48,52} including the National Population Health Survey (NPHS),\textsuperscript{90} Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS),\textsuperscript{91} National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY),\textsuperscript{94} National Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating (NSGVP)\textsuperscript{95} and the 1971 Aging in Manitoba (AIM) survey.\textsuperscript{31} Each survey inquired about the ethnic or cultural group/s of the individuals’ ancestors and provided a list of ethnic categories to enable multiple choices.\textsuperscript{90,91,94,95} This acknowledged the existence of multi-ethnic groups, which are typical of Canada,\textsuperscript{9} and improved the reliability of the groups identified.\textsuperscript{27} Reflective of the emphasis of the country’s multiculturalism policy, survey respondents who identified themselves as “Canadian” were required to select their ancestral origin even if they were Canadian-born.

\textbf{Specific Cultural Traits as Proxies for Ethnic Origin}

One might assume that studies utilizing data from surveys in which ethnicity was based on \textit{ethnic origin} would conceptualize ethnicity accordingly; however, this was not the case. Ali\textsuperscript{3} and Ma\textsuperscript{97} used country of birth in thinking about ethnicity despite utilization of the CCHS\textsuperscript{95} and the NLSCY\textsuperscript{94} data respectively, both with specific ethnicity questions. The rationale for using country of birth rather than responses to the ethnicity questions was not provided but likely due to the use of public-use data. Public-use versions of Canadian national surveys are readily available to researchers.
but are stripped of unique identifying information and lack the detailed information on ethnicity and culture available in the restricted-use versions.

Penning\textsuperscript{31} utilized the Social Change in Canada Survey (SCCS) data, in which country of birth was used to determine ethnicity. Ascertainment of ethnicity based on country of birth in the study pinpoints an inherent limitation with conducting secondary data analyses where one has to make do with whatever variables are available. With this in mind, it is still important to mention that with increasing global industrialization and migration it has become inappropriate to use country/region of birth as the sole indicator of ethnicity. Individuals might have been born in one country to parents from another country, spent only a few years in that country and returned with their parents to the countries of their ancestral background thus choosing to identify with their ancestral culture. Therefore, country/region of birth, also utilized by Ali,\textsuperscript{3} Barnes et al.,\textsuperscript{35} Ma,\textsuperscript{45} Cohen and MacLean,\textsuperscript{51} Rousseau et al.,\textsuperscript{53,61} and Aubert et al.,\textsuperscript{65} would inaccurately classify such individuals. Most countries are comprised of many ethnic groups and most ethnic groups can be found to have many different countries of birth. Country of birth as a proxy for ethnic origins fails to capture such complexities and likely misclassifies some people. This does not negate the use of country/region of birth as a proxy for ethnicity but it underlines the need for detailed discussions of the inherent limitations of its use and implications for the interpretation of subsequent results.

Language and surname were proxies for ethnic origin in some studies\textsuperscript{97,54-59} but are susceptible to misclassification of some individuals. The utilization of surnames to identify ethnic groups by Dion and Giordano\textsuperscript{57} in their investigation of ethnic differences in depression in university students in Toronto, failed to correctly classify non-white/non-Caucasian individuals with non-ethnic last names. If specific ethnic groups were more likely to have individuals with non-ethnic surnames, for example Blacks from the Caribbean and South Asians of Christian descent,\textsuperscript{57} and these individuals were more or less likely to have depression, their exclusion would have biased the results obtained. Bagley\textsuperscript{69} also used surnames and language, but in combination with an unspecified “ethnicity” question to conceptualize ethnicity. Surnames were initially used to identify Chinese elderly persons living in Calgary, Alberta, with follow-up phone calls by the study recruiters who identified eligible Cantonese-speaking individuals and inquired about their ethnicity. This combination of factors overcame the shortcomings of using surnames alone.

Walter\textsuperscript{57} and Dion\textsuperscript{59} used language as a proxy for ethnicity, which might have accurately classified some ethnic groups but not others (e.g. Chinese for individuals who specified Chinese dialect). The English-speaking population is ethnically heterogeneous, with English being the primary language for many countries, so treating the group as homogenous is erroneous.\textsuperscript{59} Also, although French and Spanish are primary languages for France and Spain respectively, they are also the primary languages for some countries in the Caribbean and Africa. The assumption that all individuals who endorsed these languages are of European descent would be inaccurate.\textsuperscript{59} Different ethnic groups may speak the same language or there may be language differences within ethnic groups, which would not be captured with language as the sole proxy for ethnic origin.

Ethnicity, Race or Ethnicity plus Race

In examining the studies by Weekes, et al.\textsuperscript{71} and Cohen and McLean,\textsuperscript{8} respectively, it became apparent that categorization was based on race, despite the use of the term “ethnicity”. Also, the researchers\textsuperscript{8,71} implied that race and culture were the same concepts despite numerous theoretical articles indicating otherwise.\textsuperscript{58,76-79,85-99} To illustrate, Cohen and McLean\textsuperscript{53} utilized data from the 1999 General Social Survey (GSS) in which respondents were asked about their “cultural or racial backgrounds”\textsuperscript{96} and Weekes and colleagues\textsuperscript{71} expressed interest in examining the “cultural sensitivity” of their outcome scale. Ethnicity refers to mutual cultural characteristics such as religion, language, customs, and ancestry,\textsuperscript{20,76,78} but race refers to common physical characteristics.\textsuperscript{28,65,78,86-101} Winker,\textsuperscript{28} Williams\textsuperscript{77} and LaVeist\textsuperscript{79} stressed the importance of differentiating race from ethnicity or culture. Race is a poor proxy for ethnicity despite overlapping features\textsuperscript{28,77} and is questionable as its sole indicator in respective studies by Fry and Grover\textsuperscript{54} and Devins et al.\textsuperscript{74}

Wu et al.\textsuperscript{2} used ethnic origin and racial background to create ethno-racial groups. This enabled the identification of visible minority groups\textsuperscript{2} and acknowledged the argument that power and status differences also exist across racial groups.\textsuperscript{77} This is important since “the dominant or minority status of the group mirrors its position within the stratification system of the larger society,”\textsuperscript{100} which in turn affects access to social, political, and economic resources.\textsuperscript{3,4,100} The authors\textsuperscript{2} explained that their ethno-racial groups reflected the social stratification of the Canadian society (i.e. the vertical mosaic),\textsuperscript{2,4,7,8} which provided a context that facilitated interpretation of results obtained. The vertical mosaic refers to the hypothesis that ethnic groups are differentially integrated in the larger Canadian society based on histories of immigration policies that were linked to changing industrial and employment demands over time.\textsuperscript{2,4,7,8} This differential integration into the Canadian society affected the groups’ socioeconomic status,\textsuperscript{2,4} which is significantly associated with mental health outcomes.

Summary

The identified studies appeared to have conceptualized ethnicity on the basis of ethnic origin by using ethnicity questions, cultural traits as proxies for ethnic origin, or a combination of ethnic origin and racial background. For some studies, although the term “ethnicity” was used it was unclear how it was conceptualized and ascertained.\textsuperscript{30,33,34,54,55,70,75} The intrinsic weaknesses of using proxy measures such as country of birth, language or surnames underline the need for ethnicity to be ascertained using rigorously tested and validated questions. Questions aimed at
capturing ethnic identity or ethnic origin are unable to tell which aspect of ethnicity the individual brings forward in response during an interview and whether this might be affected by the interviewer and/or by the specific question being asked.\footnote{26} This highlights the need for clear and theoretically driven rationales for studying ethnicity across mental health outcomes.

### 3. Operationalization

The operationalization of ethnicity is important for interpretation of study results and enabling cross-study comparison. However, variations existed in the operationalization of ethnicity across studies. Even studies that utilized the same data sources and conceptualized ethnicity similarly operationalized the variable differently. Factors that influenced this included diversity of the study population, time period and region of data collection, sample size restrictions and purpose of the study. The effects of these issues are discussed in the ensuing sections.

#### Time Period of Data Collection and Study

Time period of data collection and study influenced the operationalization of ethnicity across studies. Time period of data collection is related to changes in the immigration policy over time, which were influenced by economic changes that dictated labour shortages and the need for immigrants to fill specific employment opportunities.\footnote{20,102} Canada’s earlier immigration policy was based on national origin and gave preference to immigrants from Britain, Europe and the US to fill such occupational demands.\footnote{22,25,103-105} Hence, immigrants from these regions represented approximately 95\% of Canada’s immigrant population up to 1986\footnote{22,25} and studies using data collected at this time had little or no representation of other ethnic groups.\footnote{29,31,32,35,66,67}

The 1967 change to a universal point system was the force behind the increased ethnic diversity of the Canadian population, with European immigrants comprising 57\% of immigrants in 1970 but only 20\% in 1996.\footnote{22,105} Changes in the ethnic composition of the immigrant population occurred gradually with small numbers from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Latin America, and the Middle East initially before their proportions increased significantly over time.\footnote{22,24,25,102,105,106} This was reflected in the 3 to 5\% representation of these immigrants in Canada up to the 1980s compared to their 73\% representation between 1996 and 2001.\footnote{107} Variations in the proportions of these immigrant groups relative to each other and to immigrants from Britain, the US and Europe were reflected in studies conducted with ethnicity data collected over the years. Earlier studies had little or no visible minority groups\footnote{29,31,35,66,67} but their numbers increased in later studies.\footnote{2,5,35,83,43,46-49,53,61-63} Whether these groups were kept as separate categories depended on the outcome of interest and the nature of the study (i.e. secondary data analysis using public-use data that lacked detailed ethnicity information). In the investigation of rare outcomes, such as some mental health conditions, small sample sizes for specific visible minority ethnic groups resulted in them being collapsed into a single category, which likely failed to capture the individuals’ perception of their ethnic identity. This also limited the interpretation of the results of such studies.

#### Region of Data Collection and Study

Variations in settlement patterns of different ethnic groups in Canada resulted in different ethnic compositions across geographic regions. This affected the operationalization of ethnicity as it relates to the region of data collection and study. Settlement patterns of immigrant groups have always been related to the location of employment opportunities, which were dictated by economic changes over time.\footnote{78,102} Earlier immigrants from Britain, Europe and the US\footnote{20} came to Canada in response to the rapid expansion of the Canadian West with integration of the region with the domestic and world markets and international demand for wheat.\footnote{78} Therefore, many earlier immigrants settled in rural areas of Western Canada to fill the demands for laborers and farmers.\footnote{96,102} Studies conducted in Western Canada (e.g. Manitoba,\footnote{31,35,70} Alberta\footnote{86} and the Northwest Territories\footnote{67}) were likely to have significant representation of British, European, North American and Aboriginal ethnic groups but almost no representation of visible minority groups.

Later immigrants from Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America and the Middle East were more likely to settle in Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver\footnote{90,102} because of their perception of better employment opportunities that corresponded to their skills and educational background.\footnote{102} Supportive data showed that only 58\% of recent immigrants settled in these areas in 1981 but the percentage rose to 78\% by 2001.\footnote{102} Recent studies based on data that includes these three regions had varying proportions of visible minority ethnicities.\footnote{1-5,32,43,44,46-51,53-57,63-65,72,74,75} Reliance on public-use data prevented examination of very specific ethnic categories because of the inaccessibility of such detailed information.

### The Purpose of the Research Study

As seen in the respective studies of Barnes et al.,\footnote{55} Lavallee and Bourgault,\footnote{45} Seltzer and Langford,\footnote{67} and others\footnote{20,30,34,37,50,51,58,61,64,66,70,73,75} there is flexibility in whether broad or specific categories are used when operationalizing ethnicity in descriptive or enumerative studies as long as they reflect the ethnic composition of the population under investigation.\footnote{20} However, the use of specific ethnic categories is more informative.\footnote{20} For analytic studies, operationalization of ethnicity needs to be theoretically driven to provide a framework for the analyses and interpretation of the results.\footnote{20} Operationalization of ethnicity in the analytic studies reviewed in this paper\footnote{5,32,35,83,46-49,52,58,59,75} appeared to be based on the social stratification system in Canada, though not always explicitly stated.

Studies interested in examining the mental health status or outcome in specific ethnic groups tended to be clear in their selection and ascertainment of those groups but often aggregated all other ethnic...
groups. For example, Fry and Grover were interested in examining mental health outcomes in Asians compared to Caucasians and therefore only included these groups. Liban and Smart, Tonkin, Beiser et al., Borzelli et al., Tcheng-Laroche and Prince and Dewit and Beneteau, in their studies, were mainly interested in the mental health of Native Indians and Francophones respectively and therefore selected these groups specifically while aggregating all other ethnicities in the comparison groups.

Havens and Chappell, in investigating the effects of age, sex and ethnicity on mental health in Manitoba, included North American, British, French, Polish/Russian/Ukrainian and ‘Other European’ ethnic groups. These groups were reflective of the time period and region of study. North Americans, British and French were among the earlier immigrants admitted to Canada to fill occupational demands based on the country’s immigration policy at that time. The ‘Other European’ group, which included immigrants from Germany, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Iceland, the Netherlands and Belgium, was granted entry into Canada over the Polish/Russian/Ukrainian when the demand for more immigrants arose. After World War II and prior to the change to the universal points system immigration policy, immigrants from Poland, Russia, the Ukraine and other Eastern European countries were admitted to Canada to help survivors of the Nazi Holocaust and to fill specific occupational roles. Therefore, the ethnic groups included in the study were incorporated into the social hierarchy of Canada at different levels and different points in time, emphasizing the segregation of the Canadian society along ethnic lines. Aboriginal peoples also contributed to the ethnic diversity of Manitoba’s population, specifically its rural regions, but were excluded from the study to “reduce cultural bias”. This statement implied that cultural aspects of ethnicity were important in mental health functioning and needed to be kept constant across groups. It further implied that either the ethnic categories included in the study were culturally similar to each other yet different from Aboriginal peoples or that the individual ethnic groups that comprised each broader ethnic category were culturally similar but the individual ethnic groups that comprised the broader Aboriginal category were too culturally dissimilar to be combined.

Penning included similar ethnic groups as Havens and Chappell in examining the same hypothesis with psychosocial well-being as the outcome and using a nationally representative sample of Canadians aged 30 and over. The groups also mirrored the social stratification of the Canadian society. Havens and Chappell, but not Penning, found ethnic differences in mental health functioning with a “triple jeopardy” effect of age, sex and ethnicity. Methodological issues related to differences in the definition and ascertainment of the mental health outcomes, the conceptualization (e.g. use of country of birth versus a specific ethnicity question) and operationalization of ethnicity, the ethnic and age composition of the study populations, and the regions of study likely played a role in the discrepancy observed.

Since Penning used country of birth to ascertain ethnicity and mentioned no excluded ethnic groups, it is assumed that Aboriginal peoples and any Canadian-born visible minority individuals, though minimal, were included into the Canadian group. This would make the Canadian group heterogeneous and different from those included in the North American group in Havens and Chappell. Also, since Penning utilized data from a national survey, the ethnic category ‘Other’ probably comprised participants who were members of Canada’s visible minority groups whereas these groups were excluded by Havens and Chappell because of small sample size. Penning separated Canadians and Americans while combining immigrants from France, Germany, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Iceland, the Netherlands and Belgium into a Northern European group. These factors affected the ability to compare the results of the two studies.

Understanding the mental health of Canada’s immigrant population in terms of depression and alcohol dependency was the aim of the study by Ali. Ethnic differences were examined as a secondary objective in the immigrant group only. Using region of birth, the ethnic groups examined (i.e. US/Mexico, South and Central America and the Caribbean, Europe, Africa and Asia) mirrored the variation in time of entry into Canada by the different immigrant groups and their differential incorporation in the social hierarchy of the country. This provided a framework for analyses and interpretation of the results. Disaggregation of only the immigrant group based on ethnicity implied that either the investigation of ethnic variation in mental health was only important for immigrant groups and not Canadian-born or all Canadian-born individuals had similar experiences that potentially affected their mental health. Since the Canadian-born group probably had many first generation Canadians who likely had similar experiences as their immigrant parents, these assumptions were likely inaccurate. Given the report of poor mental health in Canada’s Aboriginal population, combining them into the Canadian-born group might not be appropriate. The use of region of birth has numerous drawbacks that could have potentially biased the results obtained but was likely used because of the lack of ethnicity-related information in the public-use version of the CCHS Cycle 1.1 dataset, which is assumed to be the data source used by Ali.

In examining behavioural and emotional problems in immigrant versus non-immigrant children in Canada, Ma considered ethnicity relevant but only for the immigrant group. Immigrant children were disaggregated into ethnic groups based on region of birth, including those from the US, Europe, Asia and other regions possibly due to the use of the
public-use version of the NLSCY.46 These ethnic categories differed from Ali’s despite the same method of conceptualizing ethnicity. The studies tested different hypotheses, and were interested in different populations and different outcomes, which affected the ability to compare results across studies.

Beiser et al.46 utilized NLSCY94 data to examine familial poverty and emotional and behavioural problems in immigrant children versus Canadian-born and included ethnicity as a control variable. Unlike Ma,47 ethnicity was examined in the entire sample thereby eliminating the ambiguities observed in interpreting the results of the former studies. Although the study utilized a data source in which various ethnic categories were available, ethnicity was operationalized by using four broad categories including White/European, Asian, Black and Other.46 This implied an interest in, or expectation of, an effect based on visible minority status. The NLSCY included Aboriginal peoples living off-reserves,94 and since there was no explicit indication of their exclusion, it is assumed that they were either combined in the ‘Other’ category or included in the ‘White/European’ category. The appropriateness of the inclusion of Aboriginal children into either category is questionable given major cultural and social differences.

The NSGVP95 was utilized by Mata48 to investigate satisfaction with life in Canada across ethnic groups and to test the hypothesis that any variations could be explained by ethnic differences in socioeconomic status (SES). Nineteen mutually exclusive ethnic categories were derived for the study with sample size limitations being integral in the collapsing of different ethnic groups into broader categories (e.g. ‘Black’, ‘South Asian’, ‘Italian’ and ‘Portuguese’ ethnic groups collapsed into ‘Black/South Asian’ and ‘Italian/Portuguese’).46 The distinction between certain other ethnic categories was unclear. For instance, the categories ‘European’, ‘Italian/Portuguese’, ‘German’, ‘French’, ‘Ukrainian’, ‘Polish’, etc., all of definite European origin were used without the provision of a clear rationale. This combination of specific and broad ethnic categories without rationale limited the interpretation and comparability of the results. It would have been beneficial if the ethnic categories were guided by a theoretical framework so as to provide more meaning to the results and decrease the observed ambiguity.20

Wu et al.2 tested the hypothesis that ethnic differences in depression could be explained by variations in SES and access to social support resources (1996 NPHS90 data). The included ‘ethno-racial’ groups were ‘East/Southeast Asian’, ‘Chinese’, ‘South Asian’, ‘Aboriginal’, ‘Black’, ‘Arabic/West Asian’, ‘Latin American’, ‘Jewish’, ‘French’, ‘English’, ‘Other Whites’, and ‘mixed racial’, were “representative of the social stratification of the Canadian society” and reflected differences in SES and access to social support resources.2 The partial disaggregation of the Asian group into ‘East/Southeast Asian’ and ‘Chinese’ was likely due to the overwhelming presence of ‘Chinese’ (approximately 56%) in the group, which would have obscured the interpretation of any association with depression. A clear rationale for this partial disaggregation was not provided but left to the readers to assume. Lack of sufficient sample size prevented the disaggregation of other ethnic groups including Blacks and South Asians.2

Wang and El-Guebaly52 used a ‘White’ versus ‘non-White’ dichotomy in operationalizing ethnicity despite the utilization of the 1996 NPHS90 data. This was likely due to the use of the public-use version of the survey data, though not explicitly stated. This dichotomy, although handy in separating visible minorities from the ethnic majority, has been criticized for its inadequacy in giving a clear view of ethnic differences in mental health.2,27,104 Refinement is needed to account for cultural and/or ecological differences within such broad ethnic groups,104 which might include cultural biases in reporting mental health issues. Although the specific ethnicities within the broad ‘non-White’ group are distinct from each other in languages, histories, customs and social mobility,7 discrimination in educational and occupational opportunities based on visible minority status2,22,103,109 lends some support to combining the groups into this category. The use of such a broad ethnic category is appropriate if the researchers were asserting that it is the common experience of being ‘non-White’ that impacts mental health above and beyond the effect of cultural differences in individuals’ perceptions of, and attitudes towards, mental health problems, but this was not stated.98

Dion and Giordano included ‘Anglo-Celtics’, ‘North European’, ‘South European’, ‘East European’, ‘East Asian’, and ‘South Asian’ in their study.57 These ethnic groups were said to parallel the ethnic composition of the University of Toronto population in 198892 and reflected variations in immigration experiences, entrance status and adaptation to life in Canada with respect to parental conflicts, and the likelihood to perceive economic discrimination.57 According to the study, ‘South Asians’ and ‘Southern Europeans’ were more likely to suffer depression than the ‘Anglo-Celtics’ and ‘Northern Europeans’ because of higher likelihood of parental conflict and perceived economic discrimination.57 Surnames were used to ascertain ethnicity,57 which likely misclassified ‘Blacks’ and ‘South Asians’ of Christian background. Since ‘South Asian’ was an ethnic group of interest in the study,57 this misclassification would have likely affected the results obtained by diluting the measure of effect and affected the generalizability of the results to all ‘South Asians’ in Toronto. The researchers57 explained that since an earlier study including 300 students at the same university found less than 3% indicating West Indian heritage, the potential misclassification by surnames created little or no bias to their results. This inaccurately implied that among ‘South Asians’ only those of West Indian heritage had non-ethnic last names. India’s Christian population accounted for about 2.3% of its total population according to its 1991 and 2001 censuses.110

Summary

In summary, the operationalization of ethnicity in the existing Canadian studies differed depending on how the variable
was conceptualized, on which data sources were used, on time period and region of data collection, the purpose of the study, and whether the study involved secondary data analysis using public-use versions of national surveys. Some studies tried to disaggregate ethnic categories but were faced with sample size limitations that led to collapsing of distinct ethnic groups while keeping others disaggregated, with no clear rationale. Sample size limitations were found across national survey datasets, particularly for the visible minority ethnic groups, thus underlining the need for future population surveys aimed at providing information on the health and/or mental health of the Canadian population to over-sample these groups. This would enable the examination of mental health differences across visible minority groups, which is important for the planning of mental health programs to serve Canada’s ethnically diverse population.

Conclusions

This critique of the definition, conceptualization and operationalization of ethnicity across Canadian studies on ethnicity and mental health uncovered a number of key issues that are highlighted below.

a) Ethnicity is a complex and abstract term for which a single and generally accepted definition has not been derived. However, the underlying theme is that it involves the sharing of a common culture. Across studies, ethnicity was not defined a priori, which was likely due to lack of consensus on its definition. Therefore, as suggested by reviewers from the US28,77,79 and UK,27,92,93 clear rationales as to why ethnicity is important to the outcome of interest are necessary.

b) Examination of the relationship between ethnicity and mental health needs to be encouraged with better infrastructure involving improved funding opportuni-
ties, given the relevance to the Canadian context. Secondary data analysis is valuable in such research efforts. Therefore, making detailed information on ethnicity more readily available to researchers while maintaining survey participants’ confidentiality is vital.

c) Some researchers seemed to have utilized public-use versions of survey data, which hindered their ability to disaggregate ethnic groups due to lack of such detailed information in these files. Their use need to be stated explicitly and their inherent limitations discussed.

d) Ethnicity can be conceptualized based on ethnic origin, ethnic identity, or a combination of ethnic origin and race. Each method has strengths and weakness. Its conceptualization should be theoretically driven and related to the research question of interest. The identified studies conceptualized ethnicity based on ethnic origin, whether through the use of a specific questions or proxy measures such as language, surname or country of birth. Countries of birth, language and surnames are prone to misclassification of certain ethnic groups and biased results if rate of misclassification differed across outcome groups. This does not negate their use as proxies for ethnicity; however, there is a need for researchers to clearly outline their inherent limitations and the implications for the results obtained.

e) Ethnicity based on ethnic origin can be more stable if participants are given a list of ethnic categories with the option of choosing multiple categories.27,93 This list should be based on preliminary fieldwork to identify common ethnic categories. An open-ended ‘other’ option should be included so as not to restrict the individuals’ choices. The list should be appended to the research results or made available upon request to enable study replication and to enable readers to ascertain the representativeness of the ethnic categories to the general population.

f) Operationalization of ethnicity varied from very broad to very specific ethnic categories even if ethnicity was conceptualized similarly or the same data source was used. These variations were related to the lack of a clear definition of ethnicity, differences in the time period, region of study and data collection, the purpose of the studies and the utilization of public-use data. Researchers are encouraged to provide a clear outline of the decisions made regarding the data source used (particularly in secondary data analysis), the operationalization of ethnicity, and the categories included in their studies. This will facilitate the interpretation of the results and attempts to replicate the research findings.

g) Differences in the outcomes of interest, how such outcomes were measured and variability in the relevant variables controlled for were additional factors that affected the ability to compare results across studies. Therefore, researchers should clearly define their outcomes of interest and summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the measures used to ascertain outcomes and other relevant variables.
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## APPENDIX I

Quantitative empiric studies on ethnicity and mental health conducted in Canada (or with Canadian data) that included two or more ethnic groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</th>
<th>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</th>
<th>Ethnic groups included</th>
<th>Outcome Examined</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Murphy, 1980 (Canada)</td>
<td>N = not given A = 15+ S = Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports on first admissions to Canadian Mental Hospitals in 1961 and the 1961 Population Census D = Cross-sectional DA = Standardized Mortality Ratio (SMR) T = Descriptive</td>
<td>German Origin; Dutch Origin; Scandinavian Origin; Canadian-born</td>
<td>DV: Mental hospitalizations 1. A clear definition of ethnicity not given. 2. Ethnicity based on “country from which the individual’s ancestors on the male side came when they settled in Canada”, therefore an ethnic origin conceptualization. 3. Ethnic groups reflective of the immigration pattern in Canada during the time period (i.e. 1960’s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Liban &amp; Smart, 1982 (Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td>N =128 A = 10 to 20 (i.e. Grade 7 to 13) S = 1979 Survey of Alcohol and Drug Use among Ontario students D = Cross-sectional DA = Descriptive and Chi-square analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Native Indian [64]; Non-Native Indian [64]</td>
<td>DV: Frequency and problems with alcohol and drug use 1. A clear definition of ethnicity not given. 2. Ethnicity based on cultural background but how ascertained not specified. 3. Although cultural background in the survey included a breakdown into English Canadian, French Canadian, Asian, Native Indian and other, the non-Native Indian categories were aggregated for the study based on matching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Havens &amp; Chappell, 1983 (Manitoba, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 3647 A = 65+ S = Aging in Manitoba Survey (1971) D = Cross-sectional DA = ANOVA T = Analytic</td>
<td>North American [370]; British [1633]; French [216]; Polis/Russian/Ukrainian [685]; Other European (German, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Dutch, Belgian) [743]</td>
<td>DV: Perceived well-being, mental health functioning 1. The ethnic groups in the study not representative of the whole of Canada but of Manitoba specifically. 2. Ethnic groups reflective of the immigration pattern in the province and of the time period. 3. Ethnic origin based on ethnicity question in the survey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Penning, 1983 (Canada)</td>
<td>N = 2253 A = 30+ S = Social Change in Canada Survey (1977) D = Cross-sectional DA = ANOVA T = Analytic</td>
<td>Canadian [1720]; American [57]; British [159]; North European (France, Germany, Austria, Scandinavia, Netherlands) [96]; South European (Greece, Portugal, Spain, Italy) [65]; East European (Russia, Hungary, Poland) [96]; Others [62]</td>
<td>DV: Perceived psychological well-being 1. A clear definition of ethnicity not given. 2. Some ethnic categories not clearly explained for example the ethnic group referred to as “Other”. 3. Ethnic origin based on country of birth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Tcheng-Laroche &amp; Prince, 1983 (Montreal, Quebec, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 128 A = not given S = Community survey of a representative sample of separated or divorced mothers in Montreal D = Cross-sectional DA = Chi-square, ANOVA T = Analytic</td>
<td>Francophone [62]; Anglophone [66]</td>
<td>DV: Psychosocial stress per the Langner Scale, self-esteem per the RSE and life satisfaction 1. A clear definition of ethnicity not given. 2. Study interested in examining ‘cultural effects’. 3. Study included French- and English-Canadians in Montreal. It is unclear how being French and/or English-Canadian were ascertained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Torkin, 1984 (British Columbia, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 122 A = &lt; 20 years old S = Vital statistics data (with follow-up review of all deaths reported to the provincial Chief Coroner’s office 1978/9) D = Cross-sectional DA = Descriptive and chi-square analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Native Indian [33]; Non-Natives [89]</td>
<td>DV: Suicides and psychiatric diagnoses 1. A clear definition of ethnicity not given. 2. Ethnicity used as a covariate but how it was ascertained not indicated because it was abstracted from the coroners’ records. 3. The rationale for the inclusion of ethnicity as a covariate not explained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Barnes et al., 1988 (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 524 A = 18 to 80 S = 1983 Winnipeg Area Study D = Cross-sectional DA = ANOVA, X², B multiple classification analyses T = Exploratory</td>
<td>English [84]; East European [62]; West European [82]; Canadian [193]; Other [97]</td>
<td>DV: Depression (CES-D) 1. Ethnicity examined as a predictor of depression. 2. Ethnic groups reflective of the ethnic composition region of study. 3. Ethnic origin based on country of birth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</td>
<td>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</td>
<td>Ethnic groups included</td>
<td>Outcome Examined</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sack et al., 1993 (Canada &amp; US)³⁶</td>
<td>N = 1115  A = 7 to 9 (Grades 2 and 4)  S = Flower of Two Soils Project  D = Prospective and longitudinal (3 year follow-up)  DA = Correlation analyses, ANOVA, chi-square analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>First Nation children from the Plains (South Dakota, US), Northern Woodlands (Manitoba, Canada), Desert (New Mexico, US) and Coastal (British Columbia, Canada) compared to a sample of non-Native children at each site</td>
<td>DV: Depressive symptoms using new measures of psycho-pathology and mental health (the SOS)</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity.  2. Study specifically interested in cultural differences between the various First Nation groups across North America.  3. Ethnicity based on primary language.  4. Language stated as a possible proxy for ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Beiser et al., 1994 (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)³⁸</td>
<td>N = 1667  A = 7  S = 1348 refugees from the Refugee Resettlement Project and an area-probability sample of 319 Vancouver residents matched to refugees on age and sex  D = Cross-sectional  DA = Grade of Membership analysis (GOM: a multivariate clustering technique)  T = Analytic</td>
<td>Southeast Asians [1348]; Resident Canadians [319]; Southeast Asian group disaggregated: Chinese [755], Vietnamese/Lao [593]</td>
<td>DV: Psychiatric disorders including depression, anxiety and somatization per the CES-D, D5 and the Senegal Health Scales</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity.  2. Researchers interested in ‘psychopathological expression among different ethno-cultural groups’, therefore ethnicity based on culture.  3. Ethnicity based on where the individual emigrated from.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Beiser et al., 1998 (Canada &amp; US)³⁹</td>
<td>N = 1708  A = 7 to 9 (Grades 2 and 4)  S = Flower of Two Soils Project  D = Prospective and longitudinal  DA = Principal component factor analysis on the psychopathology measure, correlation analyses, ANOVA, chi-square analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>First Nation children from the Plains (South Dakota, US), Northern Woodlands (Manitoba, Canada), Desert (New Mexico, US) and Coastal (British Columbia, Canada) [1251] compared to a sample of non-Native children at each site [457]</td>
<td>DV: Depressive symptoms using new measures of psychopathology and mental health (the SOS)</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity.  2. Study specifically interested in cultural differences between the various First Nation groups across North America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. DeWit et al., 1999 (Ontario, Canada)⁴⁰</td>
<td>N = 4531  A = 19+  S = Native Ontario Community Survey and the Mental Health Supplement of the Ontario Health Survey  D = Cross-sectional (but age at onset information used to look at incidence)  DA = Descriptive and chi-square and survival analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>Native Indian [876]; Non-Natives [1655]</td>
<td>DV: Alcohol drug use and onset</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity.  2. Study specifically interested in cultural differences between Native Indians and non-Natives in Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. DeWit and Beneteau, 1999 (Ontario, Canada)⁴¹</td>
<td>N = 5150  A = 16+  S = 1990 Ontario Health Survey  D = Cross-sectional but age at onset information allowed survival analyses  DA = Chi-square, survival and logistic regression analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>Anglophone [4023]; Francophone [1127]</td>
<td>DV: Alcohol consumption (i.e. frequency and volume); alcohol-related problems (i.e. driving under the influence, family conflicts, work conflicts, sought help for drinking, hospitalization for drinking, and/or arrested for drunk behaviour)</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition of ethnicity given.  2. Ethnicity based on a combination of ethnic identity and primary language used at home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. DeWit and Beneteau, 1999 (Ontario, Canada)⁴¹</td>
<td>N = 5150  A = 16+  S = 1990 Ontario Health Survey  D = Cross-sectional but age at onset information allowed survival analyses  DA = Chi-square, survival and logistic regression analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>Anglophone [4023]; Francophone [1127]</td>
<td>DV: Daily tobacco consumption (i.e. frequency and volume)</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition of ethnicity given.  2. Ethnicity based on a combination of ethnic identity and primary language used at home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Feldman et al., 1999 (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)⁴²</td>
<td>N = 1236  A = Grade 9 to 13 students  S = 1994 Survey of Grade 9 to 13 students in the Borough of East York, Toronto  D = Cross-sectional  DA = descriptive analyses, stratified analyses and multiple logistic regression analyses  T = Analytic</td>
<td>Canadian [379]; European [277]; Asian [314]; Other [140]; Not stated [126]</td>
<td>DV: Alcohol use beliefs and behaviour</td>
<td>1. No definition given for ethnicity.  2. “Please write down the term that best describes the ethnic character of your everyday home environment” was used to ascertain ethnicity indicating an ethnic identity conceptualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</td>
<td>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</td>
<td>Ethnic groups included</td>
<td>Outcome Examined</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Beiser et al., 2000 (Canada &amp; US)44</td>
<td>N = 2044 A = 7 to 9 (Grades 2 and 4) S = Flower of Two Solls Project and the School Option for Native Children Study D = Prospective and longitudinal DA = Principal component factor analysis on the psychopathology measure, correlation analyses, ANOVA, chi-square analyses T = Analytic</td>
<td>First Nation children from the Plains (South Dakota, US), Northern Woodlands (Manitoba, Canada), Desert (New Mexico, US) and Coastal (British Columbia, Canada) [1555]; compared to a sample of non-Native children at each site [489].</td>
<td>DV: Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) per DSM symptom criterion but items measured by the TIF, the CAP and the SOS scales which contained items drawn from the CBCL, the CPTRS and the DIS for Children</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity. 2. Study specifically interested in cultural differences between the various First Nation groups across North America, hence it is implied that ethnicity is based on culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Lavallee &amp; Bourgault, 2000 (Canada)49</td>
<td>N = 27 130 women A = 15+ S = 1991 Cree Health Survey, 1992 Inuit Health Survey 8 Quebec Health and Social Survey D = Cross-sectional DA = Weighted Frequency distribution, Chi-square and ANOVA analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Cree [1999], Inuit [1597], Southern Quebeckers [23 564]</td>
<td>DV: Alcohol consumption, illicit drug use, psychological distress, lifetime suicidal thoughts</td>
<td>1. Researchers interested in the mental health of Cree, Inuit and Southern Quebec women, so no mention or definition of ethnicity. 2. The group ‘Southern Quebec’ likely included multiple ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Ali, 2002 (Canada)45</td>
<td>N = 92 379 A = 15 to 75 S = Canadian Community Health Survey, Cycle 11 D = Cross-sectional DA = Multiple logistic regression analysis T = Analytic</td>
<td>US/Mexico [952]; S. America, C. America, Caribbean [2273]; Europe [7749]; Africa [1139]; Asia [6314]</td>
<td>DV: Depression &amp; alcohol dependence</td>
<td>1. Ethnic origin based on region of birth. 2. Although immigrants broken down into regions migrated from, the Canadian-born group wasn’t, which limited comparisons based on ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Ma, 2002 (Canada)48</td>
<td>N = 2304 A = 7 to 11 S = NLSCY 1994/5 D = Cross-sectional DA = Factor analysis and mixed level modeling T = Analytic</td>
<td>Immigrant Children [182]; Non-immigrant Children [2122]; Ethnicity then examined as a covariate (US, Europe, Asia, other regions)</td>
<td>DV: Conduct disorder, indirect aggression, property offences, hyperactive behaviour, pro-social disorder, emotional disorder &amp; a composite behavioural /emotional disorder index</td>
<td>1. Ethnic origin based on region of birth. 2. Ethnicity examined as a covariate. 3. No definition given for ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Wu et al., 2003 (Canada)45</td>
<td>N=70 538 A=12+ S=NPHS, 1996 D=Cross-sectional component DA = Descriptive and multiple linear regression analyses T = Analytic</td>
<td>East 8 Southeast Asian [624]; Chinese [800]; South Asian [800]; Aboriginal [075]; Black [788]; Arabic 8 West Asian [325]; Latin American [176]; Jewish [197]; French [5580]; English [9281]; ‘Other’ Whites [50 294]; Mixed race [689]</td>
<td>DV: Depression (CIDI)</td>
<td>1. Ethnicity based on the ethnicity question in the survey and in combination with race used to create ethnic-racial groups. 2. Offered definitions of race and ethnicity a priori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</td>
<td>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</td>
<td>Ethnic groups included</td>
<td>Outcome Examined</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 24. Blackstock et al., 2004 (Canada) | N = 3159  
A = childhood (range not given)  
S = 1998 Canadian Incidence Study of Reported Child Abuse and Neglect (CIS-98)  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = Chi-square and ANOVA analyses  
T = Descriptive | Aboriginal [614]; White [2114]; Other Visible Minority [431] | DV: Frequency of Child Maltreatment (physical and sexual abuse and neglect); psychosocial problems | 1. No explicit definition of ethnicity given.  
2. Ethno-racial classification determined by ethno-racial status of one or both biological parents.  
3. Conceptualized based on ethnic origin. |
| 25. Cohen & Maclean, 2004 (Canada) | N = 26 000  
A = 15+  
S = All females from the 1999 General Social Survey  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = z-test with p < 0.05 significance level  
T = Descriptive | Visible minority vs. non-visible minority; Aboriginal vs. non-Aboriginal | DV: Physical, sexual, financial or emotional abuse; medication use for anxiety, depression or insomnia in those abused. | 1. Ethnicity based on country of birth.  
2. No definition given for visible minority. |
| 26. Wang & El-Guebaly, 2004 (Canada) | N = 72 940  
A = 12+  
S = NPHS (1996/7)  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = Multiple logistic regression analyses  
T = Analytic | White [67 802]; Non-White [513] | DV: Major depressive episode (MDE), alcohol dependence (AD) and mental health service use | 1. Ethnicity examined as a covariate.  
2. No description of the groups included in the non-white category.  
3. Non-white population likely included Aboriginals, a group with great likelihood of MDE and AD, which likely explains the higher risk observed in non-immigrant non-whites.  
4. Race only categorization despite use of the term ‘ethnicity’. |
| 27 Rousseau & Drapeau, 2004 (Montreal, Quebec, Canada) | N = 1871  
A = 15 to 87  
S = Quebec Cultural Communities Survey (survey of recent immigrants living in the metropolitan Montreal area who landed in Canada between 1988 and 1997)  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = Chi-square, t-test, ANOVA  
T = Descriptive | Chinese; Arab; Haitian; Hispanics; Note: indicated in the article that equal numbers of each ethnic group were selected from the registry to represent the target population [n = 750 * 4 = 3000] but the eligible population was 1871 with no breakdown of the numbers in each ethnic group | DV: Emotional distress (i.e. depression and anxiety) per the SCL-25 based on the Hopkins Symptom Checklist | 1. Explicit definition of ethnicity not given.  
2. Researchers interested in recent immigrants in the Montreal area who were born in one of four geographical areas (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macao [Chinese]; Haiti [Haitian], North Africa and the Middle East [Arabs] and Latin America [Hispanics]). Therefore, ethnicity conceptualized based on region of birth. |
| 28. Fry & Grover, 1982 (Canada & USA) | N = 320  
A = 65 to 80  
S = Random sample drawn from professional clubs, community associations, recreation centres for elderly, social welfare agencies and private homes  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = ANOVA  
T = Analytic | Asian-Indian [160]; Caucasian [160] | DV: Depression (per the BDI), life stress (per the Life Event Inventory), cognitive appraisal and locus of control | 1. Definition of ethnicity not given.  
2. How ethnicity ascertained unclear.  
3. Seem to be a race only categorization. |
| 29. Dyal & Chan, 1985 (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) | N = 251  
A = 17 to 29  
S = Samples of convenience (i.e. students in undergraduate courses and some volunteers)  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = ANOVA and ANCOVA  
T = Analytic | Euro-Canadian [112]; Hong Kong Chinese [100]; Chinese immigrants to Canada [19] | DV: Stressful life events per the Problems with Living Adjustment scale (developed for the study); distress per the DSS based on Longer 22-item scale of impaired functioning; 12- items from the DOS, worry per the worry scale of the SEAS | 1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity.  
2. Implication that ethnicity based on culture since the study interested in cross-cultural differences.  
3. Unclear whether the Euro-Canadian groups actually identified themselves as such or if this categorization based on the researchers’ observations. |
| 30. Blandford & Chappell, 1990 (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) | N = 390  
A = 50 and over  
S = Survey of Natives in Winnipeg in 1981  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = Chi-square and logistic regression analyses  
2. Conceptualized based on ethnic identity but no indication of how ethnic identity was ascertained. |
| 31. Dion & Giordano, 1990 (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) | N = 352  
A = 1st-year university students – mean age of 20.32 years (1988)  
S = A sample of undergraduate students in an introductory psychology course  
D = Cross-sectional  
DA = ANOVA, X², and multivariate log-linear analyses  
T = Analytic | Anglo-Celtic [165]; North European [22]; South European [79]; East European [36]; East Asians [25]; South Asians [25] IV: Sex and ethnicity | DV: Depression (total 8 item scores for the BDI) | 1. Ethnic origin based on surnames, with the aid of a number of dictionaries of surnames/family names.  
2. This limited the ability to identify black individuals with West Indian ethno-cultural background and South Asians of Christian background. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Sample</th>
<th>Ethnic groups included</th>
<th>Outcome Examined</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32. Bagley, 1993 (Calgary, Alberta, Canada &amp; Kowloon, Hong Kong, China)</td>
<td>Canadian born of European descent [100]. Chinese immigrants long established in Canada [50]. Chinese immigrants newly arrived in Canada [50]. Chinese in Hong Kong [100].</td>
<td>Physical and mental health as measured by the GHQ, loneliness per the UCLA Loneliness Scale; quality of life &amp; acculturation; global satisfaction with life</td>
<td>1. Explicit definition given for ethnicity. 2. Different techniques seem to have been used to establish ethnicity across groups. 3. Surveys, language and unknown question for Canadian dwelling Chinese; country of birth for Hong Kong Chinese and unknown method for Euro-Canadians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Dion, 1996 (Toronto, Canada &amp; Japan)</td>
<td>Language as indicator of ethnic origin. English; Chinese; European</td>
<td>DV: Alexithymia (TAS-20) and three under-lying factors (DIF= difficulty identifying feelings, DDF= difficulty describing feelings, EOT= externally oriented thinking)</td>
<td>1. Language identified by Dion as a possible proxy of ethnicity (i.e. ethnic origin). 2. No definition for ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Heine and Lehman, 1999 (Canada &amp; Japan)</td>
<td>Japanese [161]. Asian-Canadian [151]. Euro-Canadian [90].</td>
<td>DV: Personality traits. 20 items to capture the individuals' ratings of their actual &amp; ideal self and what they thought described the average student traits; difference between actual &amp; ideal self, and importance of traits to success in one's country were also assessed; depression (ZSDS)</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity; it appeared to be based on culture. 2. Method of sample selection unclear. 3. SES and/or SS hypotheses not tested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Howard et al. 2003 (Toronto, Ontario, Canada; USA; Taipei City, Taiwan)</td>
<td>From Canada: Indo-Asian [48]; Chinese [20]; Japanese [128]; African Canadian [58]; Native Indian [228]; Caucasian [1734]; Elsewhere: Taiwanese [420]; African American [204].</td>
<td>DV: CYP2E1*1D allele; alcohol inactivation</td>
<td>1. Ethnicity not explicitly defined. 2. Ethnic background based on the individual's grandparents therefore an ethnic origin conceptualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Tweed et al. 2004 (British Columbia, Canada and Japan)</td>
<td>From Canada: Western European Canadian [22]; East Asian Canadian [57]; South Asian/Mixed descent Canadian [18]; Japanese [26]. Study 2: European Canadian [68]; East Asian Canadian [106]; Japanese [241].</td>
<td>DV: Stressful and negative life events; coping skills per the WCCL and Japanese coping items</td>
<td>1. Ethnicity not explicitly defined but based on culture. 2. Conceptualized based on descent, therefore ethnic origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</td>
<td>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</td>
<td>Ethnic groups included</td>
<td>Outcome Examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanlou et al., 2004 (Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 350&lt;br&gt;S = Survey of students at 4 secondary schools in the Hamilton Wentworth region in 1998&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = Chi-square and ANOVA analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Information given for the three most frequently occurring ethnic/cultural background of the mothers and fathers of the students. Based on mother: Italian [48]; Portuguese [43]; Irish [33]; English [35]. Based on Father: Italian [69]; Portuguese [42]; Canadian [38]</td>
<td>DV: Self-esteem per the RSE and the CSE scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubert et al., 2004 (Canada)</td>
<td>N = 170&lt;br&gt;A = 18+&lt;br&gt;S = Convenance sample of students&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = ANOVA T = Analytic</td>
<td>Other Canadian [81]; Chinese Canadian [89]</td>
<td>DV: Hostility [HDHQ]; suicide probability (SPS); lifetime aggressive behaviour incl. suicide attempt; suicidal thoughts and deliberate self harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bland &amp; Orn, 1981 (Alberta, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 43 (33 non-immigrants &amp; 10 immigrants)&lt;br&gt;A = 15 to 49&lt;br&gt;S = 1963 First episode hospitalization data&lt;br&gt;D = Retrospective follow-up on a cohort of persons with schizophrenia compared to the general population&lt;br&gt;DA = Descriptive and Chi-square analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>10 immigrants classified as ‘other European’ [6], 8 Eastern European [4]</td>
<td>DV: Schizophrenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seltzer &amp; Langford, 1984 (Northwest Territories, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 85&lt;br&gt;A = 15 to 25&lt;br&gt;S = Sample of convenience (i.e. all persons referred by the courts or legal counsel to the Department of Psychiatry at the regional hospital in the calendar year 1981)&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = Descriptive T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Inuit [41], Métis/Dene [27], Caucasian [17]</td>
<td>DV: DSM-III psychiatric diagnosis and type of criminal offences committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borzecki et al., 1988 (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 275 (all males)&lt;br&gt;A = 28.41 = mean age at admission&lt;br&gt;S = successive 1st admission to the facility between January 1978 and September 1982&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = ANOVA, ANCOVA, and Pearson’s correlation T = Analytic</td>
<td>Natives (i.e. Inuit, Métis, and Indians) [57]; Non-Natives [218]</td>
<td>DV: Psychological profile per the MMPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandravera et al., 1991 (Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 117&lt;br&gt;A = range not given&lt;br&gt;S = All suicides in 3 psychiatric facilities in Ontario between 1967 and 1990&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = Descriptive Analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Canadian-born [94]; Foreign-born [23]</td>
<td>DV: Suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton et al., 1995 (Manitoba, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 80&lt;br&gt;A = ?&lt;br&gt;S = Attendees at the Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = Chi-square T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Native-Canadians [37]; Anglo-Canadians [43]</td>
<td>DV: Suicidal ideation (per NIMH Epidemiologic Catchment Area survey), panic (PMQ), chemical abuse (the BMAST &amp; DAST) and depression (BDI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekes et al., 1995 (Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td>N = 301&lt;br&gt;A = 18 to 59&lt;br&gt;S = Sample of convenience: Adult males incarcerated in a medium security federal prison&lt;br&gt;D = Cross-sectional&lt;br&gt;DA = MANOVA, TTEST, correlation and principal component analyses T = Analytic</td>
<td>Caucasian [203]; Native [59]; Métis [39]</td>
<td>DV: Psychopathology per the MCMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Smaller studies with primary data collection – clinical/specialized sample (n = 10)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year of publication &amp; region of study</th>
<th>Study Sample (sample size, data source, age group included and study design)</th>
<th>Ethnic groups included</th>
<th>Outcome Examined</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46. Pawliuk et al., 1996 (Montreal, Canada)⁵⁶</td>
<td>N = 34 multiethnic families (one parent included) with a total of 48 children (of which 8 born in Asia and 3 in India. No other mention of the ethnic breakdown of the children). A = age range of parents not given but children ranged in age from 6.5 to 17 years old S = convenience sample of the parents and their children seen in a Pediatric Clinic in Montreal, Canada D = Cross-sectional DA = ANOVA and MANOVA T = Analytic</td>
<td>Ethnic breakdown of the parents given but not for the children. Asian [26]; European [5]; Indian/S. American/Middle Eastern [5]</td>
<td>DV: Revised CBCL; Depression Self-rating Scale; the What I Think and Feel Scale; the Children’s Psycho-somatic Symptom Checklist; and the Hare Self-Esteem Scale.</td>
<td>1. No explicit definition given for ethnicity 2. There were 34 parents and 48 children so unclear of the ethnicity breakdown of the children. 3. Since ethnicity for parents given but not for children, it appears that ethnicity based on region/place of parent’s birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Zapf et al., 1996 (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)⁶⁷</td>
<td>N = 790 A = not specified S = Adult males randomly selected from Vancouver Pretrial Service Centre between August 1, 1989 and July 31, 1990 D = Cross-sectional DA = Chi-square and Pearson Correlation Analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>Although the term ‘ethnicity’ used, there was no breakdown of the ethnic group.</td>
<td>DV: Mental disorder per the BPRS and the Diagnostic Profile</td>
<td>1. Ethnicity stated as a covariate. 2. No definition given for ethnicity. 3. No indication of how ethnicity conceptualized or operationalized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Devins et al., 2000 (Canada &amp; US)⁷⁴</td>
<td>N = 405 A = not specified S = The Arthritis, Rheumatism and Aging Medical Information System Lupus Project D = Longitudinal DA = Principal component and path analyses T = Analytic</td>
<td>White [335]; Black [40]; Asian [30] (all female)</td>
<td>DV: Psychosocial well-being (ABS); learned helplessness (RAI); emotional distress (CES-D); musculo-skeletal pain (HAQ); overall psycho-social well-being</td>
<td>1. The Black and Asian groups comprised of mostly (i.e. 97% &amp; 83%) individuals from the US, whereas almost equal proportion of whites from the US and Canada). 2. Racial classification rather than ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Hodelet, 2001 (British Columbia, Canada)⁷⁸</td>
<td>N = 175 A = 19 to 75 S = Secure Forensic Psychiatry Hospital, all case records for patients in hospital between December 1, 1998 and February 28, 1999 D = Cross-sectional DA = Chi-square and ANOVA analyses T = Descriptive</td>
<td>White [153]; Native American [26]; Oriental/East Asian [11]; South Asian [5]; Black [1]</td>
<td>DV: Type of offence; type of psychiatric diagnosis; psychosis, psychotic drive</td>
<td>1. Explicit definition of ethnicity not given. 2. ‘Ethnic origin’ indicated but unclear how this was ascertained in the individuals’ medical records.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>